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.. ,: ' .GLAUCOMA~ 
' $an> cases .of glaucoma ruq a . much nlorq 'in- 

gdious p(iukse'. 'In the,chronib"form there is little 
tQ-c~~l~e.tlie'patient alarm. . il . 

sibiv, alnjost imperceptible, tliminution of vision. 
%'the 6nly subject.ive symptom: 
': The  pupil  often 16oks-a littl? grey, and' may. i c d  
&e unwary . to diagnose commencing catafaet ancl 
attribute t%e.progressive failure to this. . I ' 

~~iIn~ear l ie r  years, when the. use of the ophthaltuo- 
ccopej wa,s a rarity, many patients suffering from 
glaucoma vere allowed to sink  into incurable  blind- 
ness, while .the supposed .cataract vas becoming 
ripe. .. 
'. No:such.mistaie  spoulb now be made since 'the 
6?,ea,ris of diagnosis are in .everybody's: hands. 
.!' I f  the  fundue.  be -illuInin,ated by  the, ophthal- 
mo~cppfl, ,aiiy,ppacity of the  lens is easy t? be seen ; 
&'tEe' dpparent.condition. is not  suffisiontto account 
fOr!'tha failure of vision, it is not  unlikely  that: we 
diddealink with glaucoma. Certainly we can exclude 

'L. The',long-continued rise of intrakcular pressure, 
th6ugh.it maymver reachahigh degree, causes slowly 
advancing atrophy of the optic nerve. The lamina 
orikosa svhere the nerve egtere, the weakest part of 
the;e$ernal capsple of ;,the eye, is  gradually.driven 
@apky.+J& until a deep cyp is formed, in ,the region 
o.f.tbe;papilla, against whpse sharp edges the nerve 
$6res qre compressed and die. 'Tlle-field o f  vision is 
diminiihea : 'most characteristic is an excessive con7 

datafgct, '.. ! r  . 1. . I r 

$$C@,riof: ihe'nasal side. ,' Sometimes, however, it 
i@ cbhcentrically ieduced, until, although the central 
acuity may remain g o d ,  the 'transverse dianieter of 
the .field ,&Mends  only loo 'or '20°,,- instead ' o! 
about 150°. c 

.$he pupil  is .Father dilated  -and .sluggish. I The 
muscle fibres of -$he ..iris slowly ntrophp as a result 
of the increased tension. The ciliary muscle also 
becomes yareti,e, and t'he resulting loss of accom- 
modat-iive power malces the sufferers need glasses 
stronger than,  are usually  required  for people of 
their a@..' If the ophthalmoscope be used, the optic 
papilla mill be fount  t? be 'depyssed into a cup, and 
the 'adjacent choroia atrophied. The  optic'nerve is 
always 'pala,   in  the later st,ages. The essential 
factor of the increase :of tension in  these chronic 
caseg is somewhat less clear than  in the acute, but 
$he.blockage of the spaces of Fontnna  is  an  important 
adjuvant if not  the principal cause 

Treatment is, uufortunately, less satisfactory ;. in 
the very  chronic forms the tension  may be  kept low 
and  the danger warded off by  the  continued use of 
iserine. This, as we have seen, by contracting the 
fiupil; draga the iris away from the cornea ancl keeps 
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the filtrat,ion angle.  open. It is 'clear that atropine 
tvodd,  by di!ating the pupil, throw  the iris into 
folds  against {he edge of the. cornea, and must, 
therefore, absolutely be  forbidden in  all pri~nary 
glaucoma. Hence  the inlmense importance of 
diagnosis between ihe acuto forms and iritis. In  
iritip, atropine is the most valuable relnedy we 
possess ; but dropped into a glaucomntous eye i t  is 
likely  to produce an acute  attack,  which may lead 
to total loss of the eye. , 

; The cse~inc,.if used for any length of litno, often 
giros rise to irritation ; but i t  is usually wcll borne. 
i f  combined with cocaine in proportion of 1 grain of 
the formcr ancl B of thc  latter  to  the ounce of watcr., 

An oily solution is  still loss irritating. 
It produces a spasm of the c.iliary,mnscle and 

Blurred vision, but if need at  night only (and this 
is often all that  is necesshry) 'mill not, thereforc, 
much interfete  with  the patient's comfort. 

' By  this local means, and  by  free purgation  from 
tinlb to time; chronic glaucoma may be kept  in  an 
almost stationary conditicn for many months;  but 
sooucr or later the disease again advancee, the optic 
disc becomes paler and  the field of vision clocrcases. 
- It is then a question  whether an operation shall 
be performed or not. There  can'be no doubt  that 
the  result of operation is much less satisfactory than 
in  the acute cams ; evcn though  the tension be 
permanently lowered, the atrophic changes which 
have commenced in  the nerve are  not checlced, and 
as. a general rule progress, Farther, as a Eequence  of 
the  opqation, one often  finds an immediate and 
permanent  reduction in  the size of the visual field 
which cannot  readily  be accounted for ; the corne8, 
also, i s  much. flattened  towards the scar, and great 
astigmatism results. The vision therefore is seldom 

. ,  

as i b o d  after opsration a s  before, and  the patient 
must be advised of this. 

The prognosis is hoidess in the case, of advanc- 
ing chronic glaucoma without operation, and  it 
should  bbe advised in most instances if the field ,is 
decreasing but has not closely approached the 
fixation  point in any direction. Some 40 per cent, 
of  case8 are permanently stayed. The operation 
most commonly performed is iridectomy, of the same 
kind as that already described i n  dealing with aeute 
glaucoma ; ,but some oporators make the scleral inci- 
sion, .without removing the iris, thinking  that the 
important  feature  is to  create a scar, which is more 
perweable than  the normal scleral tissue. 

Arguing on the assumption that glaucoma is due 
to hyper-secretion and vaso-dilatation, M. Abadie re 
commended a few years ago to  attack  the disease 
through  the cervical sympnthetic,, in which he 
thought  to find the origin of the increased tension. 
It is certain that  in some instances  where the sgm- 
pathetic  has been divided, the tension of the eye is 
lowered and  the  pupil is smaller, The operation 
has been performed on a considerable number of 
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